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Reconciling research on cognitive dissonance and goals, we demonstrate that consumers’ attitudes towards a forgone alternative vary

across stages of consumption.  Our results suggest that consumers are unlikely to purchase a forgone alternative until their chosen

alternative has been consumed, at which time motivation to obtain the forgone alternative rebounds.
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Study 2
One hundred and twenty-one students participated in a 2 (Attribute Ability: Low vs. High) x 2 (Goal-Product Fit: Low vs. High) 

between-subjects factorial design. Participants saw information about a pair of binoculars that, among other attributes, contained 
information about the lens material. Half of the participants were told that the lenses were made from optical eco-glass (a lead and 
arsenic free product) (high ability to fulfill environmental goals). The remaining participants were told simply that the lenses were 
constructed out of optical glass (low ability to fulfill environmental goals). Goal-product fit was manipulated in an article, ostensibly 
from an online binocular guide, that participants read prior to product evaluation. The article was identical in each condition except 
for a short addition in the High Goal-Product Fit conditions that mentioned binoculars, as with all products, are associated with certain 
environmental impact. A significant Attribute Ability x Goal-Product Fit interaction (F(1, 117)=5.13, p<.05) indicated that High Ability 
led to more favorable product attitudes when Goal-Product Fit was high (Ms=5.23 vs. 4.30; F(1, 117)=6.22, p<.05), but not when it was 
low (Ms=5.13 vs. 5.41; F<1).

To summarize, existing work shows that individual product attributes contribute to its overall evaluation, but little work addresses 
the question of what makes particular attributes important to consumers. The current work demonstrates that the importance of individual 
attributes depends, in part, on the extent to which they can fulfill activated consumer goals. Our research further contributes to this 
literature by making specific predictions about the way in which goals influence the role of attributes in product evaluation. First, goals 
that are activated were more likely to strengthen the impact of goal-relevant attributes on product evaluation. When a goal not activated, 
the ability of the attribute to fulfill the goal had little effect on product evaluation. Second, for goals to influence the impact of attributes 
on product evaluation there needs to be a perceived fit with the product. That is, products should be seen as appropriate means to fulfill 
particular goals if relevant attributes are to impact the overall evaluation of the product. Consistent with this, good performance on an 
attribute was more likely to result in more favorable product attitudes when goal-product fit was high.
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Consumers often face choices requiring a trade-off between valued alternatives. Consider a consumer who wants to purchase a 
relaxing massage as well as a new pair of sneakers for exercising. Looking in her wallet, she finds that she only has enough money for 
one of these purchases. After difficult consideration, she decides to purchase the massage and forgo the sneakers. In this research, we 
examine what happens to her desire for the forgone alternative, the sneakers, after she has chosen and consumed the massage. 

There are two bodies of literature that offer conflicting predictions as to the fate of the forgone alternative. The free choice paradigm 
suggests that consumers derogate the value of forgone alternative relative to the value of the chosen alternative. This spreading-of-
alternatives effect is based on cognitive dissonance theory, which argues that dissonance is created by focusing on the positive attributes 
of the forgone alternative and negative attributes of the chosen one (Brehm 1956; Festinger 1957). Thus, consumers alter their attitudes 
towards these alternatives postchoice to support their choice behavior. In the first demonstration of this effect, Brehm (1956) asked 
participants to rank the desirability of a variety of small gift items (e.g., a toaster, coffee-maker, art book) and then choose between two 
products to take home as a thank-you gift. After participants made their choices, Brehm re-measured the desirability of each item and 
found that when the choice produced dissonance (i.e., the choice set alternatives were both highly valued) the desirability of the selected 
alternative increased but the forgone alternative decreased. 

However, research on motivation suggests a different outcome. It proposes that the forgone alternative will remain desirable 
regardless of the choice. In other words, choosing one alternative does not deactivate the goal associated with the forgone alternatives 
and thus, goal instrumental objects should remain desirable (Markman and Brendl 2000). 

This research seeks to reconcile these two views by demonstrating that both are correct depending on the stage in the consumption 
process. Once a choice has been made, potential distractions, such as the forgone alternative, are automatically devalued to help ensure 
effective action toward achieving the chosen alternative (Brendl, Markman, and Messner 2003; Harmon-Jones and Harmon-Jones 2002). 
After the action is complete (i.e., the chosen alternative is consumed), though, the desirability of the forgone alternative will rebound. 
Specifically, we predict that after choice but prior to consumption consumers will derogate the desirability of the forgone alternative 
relative to the desirability of the chosen alternative, in accordance with the cognitive dissonance paradigm. However, after consumption, 
consumers will enhance the desirability of the forgone alternative but derogate the desirability of the chosen alternative. In short, the 
value of the forgone alternative will rebound.
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Our first study sought to replicate the free choice paradigm and show that after consuming the chosen alternative, the desirability 
of the forgone alternative rebounds. Participants read short descriptions of the eight questionnaire topics (fashion, restaurants, movies, 
vacations, music, cell phones, beverages and books) and rated how much they would like to complete each questionnaire. Based on 
these ratings, participants were asked to choose between two of these alternatives. Those in the high dissonance condition chose between 
two highly desirable alternatives, while those in the low dissonance condition chose between a highly desirable and a less desirable 
alternative. Half of the participants then re-rated all eight alternatives before completing the questionnaire (postchoice-preconsumption 
stage), while the other half re-rated them after completing it (postconsumption stage). The results replicated the free choice paradigm, 
showing that in the high dissonance condition, the desirability of the forgone alternative declined from the prechoice stage to the 
postchoice-preconsumption stage in comparison to the chosen alternative. Supporting our predictions, however, the desirability of the 
forgone alternative rebounded after participants completed the chosen questionnaire. 

The second study used a similar procedure which involved rating nine different activities, making a choice between two and then 
re-rating the activities. However, this study sought to demonstrate that the rebound effect was moderated by whether the forgone and 
chosen alternatives were substitutes. The substitutability of the choice set was manipulated by varying the similarity of the other activities 
in the rated set. While the alternatives in the choice set always involved viewing photographs of wild animals (e.g., gorillas, penguins), 
the other activities were either similar (e.g., viewing photographs of kangaroos, bison) or dissimilar (e.g., reading a news article about 
Asia, playing a math puzzle game). Thus, by comparison, the forgone appeared to be a non-substitute or a substitute for the chosen 
alternative, respectively. As expected, when the forgone did not appear to substitute for the chosen alternative, the desirability of the 
forgone alternative decreased in the postchoice-preconsumption stage, but not in the postconsumption stage, replicating the findings 
of the first study. However, when the forgone alternative was viewed as a substitute for the chosen alternative, the desirability of the 
forgone and chosen alternatives exhibited the same pattern: they decreased in desirability in the postconsumption stage but not in the 
postchoice-preconsumption stage. 

Our second study also ruled out regret and option attachment (Carmon, Wertenbroch, and Zeelenberg 2003) as alternative 
explanations. Regret did not differ by condition, nor did it correlate with desirability of the forgone alternative, suggesting that it does 
not explain the results. Option attachment, which was manipulated by having participants list three reasons why they would enjoy 
viewing the photographs in the choice set, did not affect the change in the desirability of the forgone alternative across consumption 
stages, suggesting that it is not an alternative explanation.

These studies reconcile earlier work on cognitive dissonance with later work on goals by demonstrating that consumers’ attitudes 
towards a forgone alternative vary with the stage in the consumption process. Our results suggest that consumers will be unlikely to 
purchase a forgone alternative until their chosen alternative has been consumed, at which time their motivation to obtain the forgone 
alternative rebounds. As the familiar adage suggests, timing is everything. 
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Extended Abstract
Country of origin (COO) research has examined how consumers evaluate products and make purchasing decisions based on their 

perceptions of country image. Country of origin refers to “information pertaining to where a product is made” (Zhang, 1996: 51). Negative 
country images cause consumers to evaluate products from that country poorly (Han & Terpstra, 1988). Although useful, the existing 
evidence of country of origin and country image effects on product evaluations is somehow limited. Researchers have mainly studied 
foreign consumers’ product evaluations and purchase intentions relative to negative country image. To the best of our knowledge, the 
literature has overlooked domestic consumers’ perception of their own products relative to their own country’s negative image.

An interesting example occurred in summer 2007, when Mattel announced massive recalls of toys manufactured in China, due to 
lead contamination (in the paint) and small parts which could be accidentally swallowed by children resulting in creating a negative 
image to China (Anonymous, 2007). Not only was this an international trade conflict event, but also, it occurred at the same time as 


